
  

Starbucks Call Accumulation into Quarterly Update 

Ticker/Price: SBUX ($76.40) 

 

Analysis: 

Starbucks (SBUX) bullish flows again today with buyers of 1250 September $75 calls for $4.35 to $4.70, same spot where 

buyers were active yesterday, and tons of short-term call buying this week ahead of earnings on 7-28. SBUX has size in the 

September $67.50, 72.50, and $75 short puts while the August $72.50 short puts also popular in late June. The October $70 

calls had over $1.3M bought on 6/23 as well. Shares are starting to work out of a multi-week rounded base and back above its 

21- and 55-MA today with room back to $80 and the 200-MA. SBUX rallied up to $83.50 after the March bottom and run 

higher targets $90-$95 from earlier in 2020. The $88.4B company trades 28.6X earnings and 3.3X sales with a 2.2% yield. 

SBUX trades cheap relative to FY22 sales expectations with a rapidly growing loyalty program and strong footprint in growing 

global markets. SBUX has been at the forefront of digital advancements in the QSR space and likely posts strong numbers as 

their model sets up well for a hybrid takeout/delivery environment during COVID-19 while they’ll get late-quarter tailwinds 

from some store re-openings. SBUX noted in March they were seeing higher average ticket sales with the digital ordering, so 

they can likely absorb some fall in traffic. Their focus on China likely also sees positive growth with their recently expanded 

partnership with Alibaba (BABA) and their biggest rival Luckin Coffee’s (LK) massive fraud scandal and store closures. 

Analysts have an average target for shares of $83. Wells Fargo starting at Buy this week with a $92 PT noting that the 

company's suite of digital data gathering, one-to-one marketing, and innovation capabilities position it to address and 

capitalize on new consumer behaviors. Short interest is 1.5%. Hedge fund ownership rose 5.8% in Q1. Pershing Square adding 

4.6M shares and now with over 10.1M total.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SBUX built out its Technology well to withstand the pandemic and is one of the stronger 

positioned names, so I think it works higher out of this base and targets the 200 MA near-term.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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